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ABSTRACT

Objectives Identify the strategies implemented by emergency care professionals when facing tension and interpersonal violence from patients and their friends and family.

Design Descriptive qualitative study based on 38 semidirective interviews.

Participants Doctors, nurses, nursing assistants and administrative staff.

Setting Four emergency departments (EDs) from three French university hospitals.

Results According to the medical professionals interviewed, the difficulties they encounter with patients or their accompanying family members can be explained by a lack of understanding of the functioning of EDs, by a general increase in individualistic behaviours leading to a lack of civility or by deviant behaviours (related to toxic substance abuse or mental illness). While managing deviant behaviours may sometimes require a collective intervention, ED staff also implement what are essentially individual communication strategies (with the use of rational explanation, seduction and empathy), confrontation or flight to deal with interpersonal difficulties.

Conclusions Strategies used by staff members tend to be individualised for the most part, and some, such as confrontational or escape strategies, may not be adapted to all situations. In the face of difficulties between staff and patients, mediators, specialised in resolving conflict, could entrust some cases to professionals.

Trial registration number ClinicalTrials.gov Registry (NCT03139110).

INTRODUCTION

According to the 2019 report of the Observatoire National des Violences Hospitales (French national observatory for hospital violence), acts of violence are on the rise, with attacks on people predominating over damage to property (theft, degradation).1,2 Many instances of violence are in fact acts of incivility, that is, a minor or ‘mitigated’ form, or ‘symbolic violence’,3,4 which does not constitute an offence in itself.5

In emergency departments (EDs), this violence has been noted by several international studies.6–8 It affects all categories of staff, but nurses most of all.9–13 The large numbers of patients, their heterogeneity, the communication problems (due to language differences or other misunderstandings), the long wait times, and a lack of understanding of how patient triage and prioritising work can lead to conflict-filled situations between patients (and/or those accompanying them) and the medical staff.14–18

Acts of violence interfere with the functioning of ED (interrupted tasks), and the well-being of medical, allied and administrative staff in the workplace (stress, a feeling of being unappreciated, anger and even fear, dissatisfaction at work, burnout, an increase in team turnover rates).19–25 Violence perpetrated by patients and/or the people accompanying them occurs within a work environment that may already be difficult due to the flow of incoming patients, intense and irregular, night and day.26–28

Strengths and limitations of this study

► This qualitative study of healthcare violence addressed all occupational categories in emergency departments.
► The interviews allowed an in-depth exploration of the experience of violence by healthcare professionals.
► The verbatim transcripts of in-depth interviews were analysed by a sociologist with experience in mediation and was recognised for his expertise in this field.
► Participants were staff from four emergency departments of three university hospitals in Lyon, France; hence, findings might be generalisable only to similar settings.
Over the past decade, several studies have been conducted on strategies to combat violence at work in EDs. However, most of these studies have failed to identify effective interventions to reduce the occurrence of violent incidents.29 30 A previous multicomponent programme conducted in an emergency unit has shown the potential interest of a mediator in response to situations of violence.31 Before setting up a mediation intervention, it is necessary to study the experiences about violence among the professionals who will be in contact with the mediators. Knowing these experiences makes it possible to adapt the mediation interventions to the difficulties and strategies already implemented by the professionals.

Our study aimed to identify the strategies that medical, allied and administrative staff tend to implement when confronted with such violence, or more generally with interpersonal difficulties with patients and/or those who accompany them.32–34

**METHODOLOGY**

**Research design and setting**

We conducted a descriptive qualitative study based on inductive approach. Semidirective interviews were conducted with staff from the four professional categories (doctors, nurses, nurse managers, administrative officers) present in the four EDs of three university hospitals in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region (France). The mean number of admissions in these departments was 28,000 patients per year.

**Participants**

The purposive sample was set up in accordance with the proportion of each category in relation to its distribution in terms of occupation, department and seniority within that department. Nurse managers were asked to inform the staff about the study (by email). About 50 staff members volunteered to participate. The practical terms of the interview (date, schedule and location) were determined on a case-by-case basis. Consent was required after participants were informed of the purpose of the study. Thirty-eight staff members were interviewed: 6 administrative officers (6 women), 13 nurses (10 women, 3 men) and 3 nurse managers (3 men), 9 nursing assistants (7 women, 2 men), and 7 doctors (5 men, 2 women). The average age was 42 years (minimum: 25; maximum: 59).

**Semidirective interviews**

Two interviewers shared this task equally: two male students enrolled in a master degree in social sciences and trained in semidirective interviews. They were unrelated to the ED teams prior to the study. These interviews took place on the premises of the EDs during working hours, in the absence of any third party. The interview guide included two themes related to the experiences of the medical professionals: the types and nature of their relationships with patients and their accompanying family members, and the strategies or means used for dealing with difficult, contentious and/or violent situations. Duration ranged from 30 min to just over an hour. The interviews took place from 28 November 2017 to 26 January 2018. The interviews were fully recorded and transcribed. Transcripts were not returned to the participants. Participants were not asked to provide feedback on the results.

**Data analysis**

First, we carried out an analysis of the content of the transcribed interviews, which included a phase of coding and a phase of categorisation of the answers, and then the detectable links between these categories were analysed. A second level of analysis was carried out following three axes: (1) convergences/divergences in the way interpersonal problems are defined in EDs, (2) the subjective assessment of interpersonal difficulties with patients/those accompanying them and (3) personal resources/collective resources used to deal with conflict situations. All interviews were analysed, regardless of data saturation. Analyses were conducted by a sociologist (PhD) with experience in mediation.

**Patient and public involvement**

Patients and the public were not involved in this research.

**RESULTS**

**Origins of interpersonal difficulties with patients**

Staff members described separate categories for conflicts, either stemming from a misunderstanding of the organisation of EDs, emanating from the behaviour of patients labelled as deviant, or explained by societal changes deemed regrettable (incivility).

**Patients’ lack of understanding of how EDs function**

Some types of relationship-building practices on the part of medical staff are not feasible because of the intensity of their work. However, these practices involve transmitting information that concerns not only the patient but also the environment in which the patient is located. Staff members are put in a difficult position: they try to inform patients and field their questions, but they may not have all the answers.

Sometimes it’s also difficult because they want their turn to come right away, it’s complicated to handle, we try our best to explain how the department works, the specific functioning of the emergency department, but it’s not always easy. (Female administrative officer)

These explanations help to alleviate potential tensions, based on the idea that a patient informed about the way an ED is run is a patient who will be better able to accept this functioning, along with the constraints and waiting time that go with it. When this explanation is not provided, the patient’s behaviour may become violent.

It’s more often people who get upset because they’re tired of waiting or because ‘I don’t want to go back
to Building X again’, where you can bring in patients for particular types of hand injuries. We emergency doctors don’t actually do much; it’s the surgeons, except in an emergency department you have to wait for the surgeon to be available, to finish an operation, to come and see you; people will sometimes wait four, five, six hours for someone to tell them, ‘Well, there’s no room today so you can come back tomorrow, we’ll admit you tomorrow’. And things heat up and they get angry. (Male doctor)

Even when an effort is made to inform patients, this still does not mean that they have a full understanding of how the department functions. Staff do not have the time to properly manage these misunderstandings, which can be the sources of many conflicts and acts of violence.

**Deviant behaviour**

Deviant behaviour from people with identifiable social and/or medical characteristics (alcoholism, psychiatric illness, drug use) is less complicated to deal with because communication is already impaired due to the condition, illness, drug use) is less complicated to deal with because communication is already impaired due to the condition, illness, drug use, and/or medical characteristics (alcoholism, psychiatric illness, drug use). These types of patients do not try to make staff members enter into a relationship with them, they may even actively avoid such contact. Several protection strategies are available: limited contact, the presence of other trained professionals for this type of patient (psychiatric nurses) or restraint if the patient is agitated.

Often, when that happens, it is either because of purely psychiatric pathologies or what are called psychopaths in the medical field, that is, people who are not labelled with psychiatric conditions but who are very unstable in terms of their emotions and personalities, and with them it takes practically nothing for the situation to turn explosive (…). (Male doctor)

It might be expected that handling such patients would be especially difficult. However, situations like these often elicit a collective reaction that contrasts with the usual work of informing patients, in which cases the staff member is often alone in managing the situation. In the following account, we may note the presence of a hospital porter, security guards and a nurse.

A patient showed up in the emergency department, visibly drunk. I started hearing some aggravated tones at the reception desk. I was already nearby so I headed over there. He was in an argument with a porter at the time, insulting him. So he started to get angry, the porter started to get angry, but hey, he hadn’t started it. The guards were already there, he had already insulted everyone in the reception area, and suddenly I arrived, I started talking to him, he started to say to me, ‘Shut up, don’t talk to me, who are you anyway? I’m going to bust your legs.’ So I told him that he was going to have to listen to me and then I reminded him that in order for us to take care of him, he’d have to calm down, that he couldn’t talk like that to the caregivers. (…) He started [verbally] attacking me and saying, ‘If that’s how it is I’m getting out of here, I’m going to leave anyway.’ He insulted the security guards twice more and eventually calmed down. I told him that if the care we were trying to provide did not suit him, if he didn’t like it, he could actually leave, and he left, he went out, I didn’t hold him back. (Male nurse)

These deviant behaviours are not the most disturbing to deal with because staff are rarely isolated in these situations. They have resources available to help manage them. The responsibility in such situations shifts from individual to collective. In addition, communicating with an alcoholic patient or one under the influence of drugs is no simple matter, the staff member cannot be held responsible for deteriorating the relationships in such a case.

**Incivility, individualism, selfishness**

According to staff members, some behaviours that are considered as problematic might reflect an unfortunate change in the attitudes of individuals in social contexts, namely a lack of civic values and of courtesy. This is why the most frequent theme brought up by the health professionals during the interviews was incivility.

(…) Then again, I don’t know, I don’t have a problem with people - the only issue that comes up is rudeness. (…) Sometimes there are people whom I find poorly behaved, perhaps (…). (Female nurse)

According to the staff members, these incivilities can be explained by a wider trend—which they attribute to the modern society—of increasingly individualistic or selfish behaviour. They did not associate these acts with the suffering or anxiety of the patients or of those accompanying them. The staff considered that patients and/or their friends and family were at fault, lacking the basic manners needed for interacting with others, which explains why some suggested that a nationwide educational campaign should be carried out:

Or maybe it’s a problem with people’s upbringing from an early age, we need to re-educate the French population rather than adapt to the French population. Perhaps we should get them to understand that, actually, — no, that’s a whole other debate but, well… (Female nurse)

Rudeness was also perceived in solicitations that were deemed inappropriate or repetitive. While not violent in the strict sense of the word, these solicitations have an impact on the work of hospital staff.

Because, well, these are not necessarily conflict situations but for example when patients keep showing up at the reception desk every five minutes to pester us, to say, ‘Yes, I would like to get some news about so-and-so, what’s going on, why isn’t anything happening?’ It’s not really aggressiveness or anything, it’s more disruptive, but in these cases it’s simply a question of manners, you know? (Female administrative officer)
This type of judgement against patients was the most pronounced among those professionals who are the furthest removed from the work of providing medical care for patients in the ED, such as administrative officers, who can only build relationships with them based on administrative issues, and also among doctors.

**Strategies for handling interpersonal difficulties and violence**

The staff members expressed that they have a harder time knowing how to deal with cases of aggressive, individualised relationships involving minor violent behaviours (rudeness, verbal violence, insults and others) compared with violent physical conflicts (beatings, death threats, armed violence and others). Thus, they develop and adopt strategies that they present as personal, even if they may be similar from one professional to another, namely avoidance, a style of communication aimed at gaining a reciprocal understanding of the situation or confrontation.

**Avoidance and escape strategies**

These are ways for hospital employees to escape from a situation that is getting out of hand, when they feel that a patient is exerting a form of domination through violent behaviours or threats.

And sometimes, I have to admit, we escape precisely because we don’t have the right techniques, I think.

(Female nursing assistant)

Another nursing assistant cited avoidance as a way to keep from coming into overly direct contact with patients.

Sometimes we dodge a certain corridor so we won’t have to come across the same people again, and have to listen to: ‘Are things moving forward? What’s going on?’ ‘Well, I already explained it to you, sir.’ ‘I’d like to see the doctor’, and sometimes it drains you (…) And that’s the main area where there can be conflicts.

(Male nursing assistant)

Staff members admitted to experiencing such situations during the interviews but using this strategy was considered as akin to a failure in their relationship with the patient or with the person(s) accompanying the patient, even if doing so protects the hospital agent.

**Communication strategies**

This strategy brings together behaviours aimed at communicating effectively with patients and/or those accompanying them, that is, bringing about a reciprocal understanding of the situation. It involves an appeal to reason, along with rational explanations, seduction and empathy.

How do I go about it? Well, I let them talk. When they’re done saying whatever is on their minds, I try to give them answers by telling them how things work here, why they’re waiting, what’s going on. And if they don’t understand, well, what can I say? I keep letting them talk and then at some point they stop and then sometimes they leave by slamming the door.

So I try to let them speak so that they can let it all out, and then after a while they calm down, once they’ve got it off their chests.

(Female nurse)

In the above example, it sounds as if providing an explanation leads the patient to a fuller understanding (and therefore a better acceptance) of his/her situation, provided, however, that the situation itself also enters into rational logic. However, this is not always the case, as confirmed by this nurse.

Well, sometimes they go along with it, sometimes they don’t. Sometimes they scream even more loudly. In the end it’s… (sigh). We try to explain but at some point it doesn’t work all the time.

(Female nurse)

Medical professionals also use seduction techniques to keep the interaction pleasant and to avoid clashes. The goal is to involve the patient in the cause of the caregiver.

So I always try smiling, charming them first of all. Well, if it doesn’t work, I can toughen up, but often it works very, very well. See, when you start to smile, the other person actually smiles as well…

(Female nurse)

In general, smiling and trying to keep the interaction congenial can help these employees place the relationship under good auspices. This voluntary attitude does not merely reflect a sensitive intention. It also has a very pragmatic aim: to foster a peaceful and easy relationship.

I do a lot of moderating all the time, and I do it with a smile. And it’s true that it calms things down, when someone shows up – I often deal with aggressive people, and, well, when I – with a smile: ‘I’ll look after you, sir, explain the problem to me, let’s calm down’, and it’s true that it cools things down right away, when we take the tension out of the situation, actually.

(Female administrative staff)

Finally, some medical professionals choose to develop an empathetic relationship.

So a lot, a lot of empathy. It does tend to bring them back from the edge when they feel that we’re really putting ourselves in their shoes and that we understand what they are going through. So I think listening, empathy, is paramount in a situation of conflict…

(Male nurse)

Other staff members made statements that were full of empathy, though less explicitly so, about the situations faced by patients, particularly about the issue of long wait times. For example, a nurse referred to her own experience involving queues at a large supermarket to explain how she was able to understand what a patient was going through.

**Confrontation strategies**

Another strategy involves the confrontation and the use of forms of aggression by the staff member, in response...
to the aggressiveness he or she perceives from patients or their accompanying family members. The staff member then uses personal resources that tend to establish the contentious nature of the interaction all the more firmly, therefore setting up a vertical relationship, or even one of domination, with the patient.

So I’m not that good at it! (laughs) I get carried away pretty quickly, (...) Honestly, I can’t just let it go when I am verbally assaulted. I have a hard time keeping my cool. I tend to raise my voice, I remain polite, but I do raise my voice. (Female nurse)

‘Raising one’s voice’ can be a double-edged sword. It may make the situation worse or it may effectively put an end to the aggression. Staff members who use this strategy do so individually but also collectively, especially during heated arguments. Finally, this strategy can also be concretised by calling for security guards, who represent the use of physical force, even if they do not implement it very often.

Since we, I mean the two people at the reception desk, are on the front line, and since the doctors are often behind us back there in the office, they hear what’s going on, there is always someone who overhears, someone who warns the security department and then they come, they intervene. (Female administrative staff)

DISCUSSION

According to staff members, patients’ factors that are associated with violence are a misunderstanding of the organisation of EDs, a societal incivility and deviant behaviours. Strategies implemented by hospital staff in the face of violence and, more generally, of interpersonal difficulties are multiple. They may involve communication strategies (with the use of rational explanation, seduction and empathy) and confrontational or flight-related behaviours. While the management of deviant behaviours can involve collective intervention, the strategies used to deal with difficult interactions are essentially individual.

Medical personnel acknowledge that their own behaviours may involve violent behaviours, such as confrontation, all the while disqualifying such violence. They do not recognise their own behaviour as potentially provoking subsequent violent interactions. Moreover, staff members describe certain patient behaviours as rude without considering their connection with the patient’s illness, or with fear and anxiety on the part of the patient or his/her friends and family.

Our study confirms previous findings on staff members’ perceptions of factors of violence in EDs. Indeed, literature reviews of qualitative studies of ED staff experiences of violence report a similar observation of: few staff members acknowledging their role in precipitating violence, workplace violence that can reduce the staff ability to feel compassion for the patients’ illness, staff members managing challenging situations of violence in isolation and of violence judged depending on the patient’s capacity to control their behaviour. The societal aspect of violence as perceived by staff members is also reported in previous studies.

Strategies used by staff members are rarely the fruit of discussion and sharing. However, they admit to having a difficult time when it comes to responding individually, especially to the incivility of patients who do not have a markedly deviant character. The only collective strategies the study identified are those used to manage violence from deviant patients. Staff members seem more at ease when they have to manage this type of patient, despite the potential danger, because they are in a position of superiority through numbers. In addition, they are interacting with a disqualified subject.

Studies describing strategies used by the medical personnel when dealing with interpersonal difficulties or violence from patients are rare. For emergency physicians, these strategies are more a matter of distancing themselves, which is seen as a defence mechanism. Concerning nurses, their strategies are more diverse and primarily involve finding someone to listen to and support patients, making sense of the situation involving violence, or relying on self-confidence and self-esteem.

The strategy of escape or flight has barely been dealt with in the existing literature so far. There are sociological mechanisms at work behind these strategies. The caregiver–patient relationship in the ED has changed significantly and there is ‘a growing intolerance among patients regarding the status of being hospitalised, and the dependence and even submission that this status implies.’ The relationship between a caregiver and a patient cannot be taken for granted; it is a social construct that may be all the more difficult to establish because it takes time, which is exactly what ED personnel do not always have. However, we already know that when the individual being treated is ‘dislodged from his position as a subject and becomes nothing more than the object of care’ without any implicit agreement, tension and violence may arise.

Support solutions for ED nurses currently include protection against such violence (emergency call buttons, video surveillance) and conflict-management training. These solutions will remain limited in their scope if we do not take note of the strategies that are already being implemented by hospital employees. As part of a policy aimed at better handling these situations involving violence, we need to identify those strategies that promote a positive relationship with patients so that the proposed solutions can strengthen or complement them.

The present study was conducted in emergency services from three university centres that are urban and with a high volume of admissions, which therefore limits the generalisability of our results to other settings. However, as the interviews allowed in-depth exploration of the topic, the transferability of findings might be possible to EDs of university hospitals in France with similar population.
health profiles. The use of purposive sampling ensured a wide variety of views, and experiences were accessed for analysis. Data saturation was not used to guide the recruitment of the interviewees; it might thus be possible that some dimensions of the topic were not identified.

Faced with the realisation that medical professionals sometimes demonstrate unsuitable demeanours towards their patients, the question arises of offering training that would target attitudes relating to de-escalation techniques, including non-confrontational language, active listening and attention to non-verbal cues and body language. However, according to a recent review, there is currently limited evidence that such training has an effect on de-escalation of aggressive behaviour. De-escalation is a highly specialised intervention and this might explain the limited effectiveness of the training programmes.

We propose to entrust some cases involving difficult interactions to professional conflict resolution like mediators. They could intervene either to support hospital staff members or be fully and specifically invested in conflict resolution. These mediators could also work with professionals in spaces where they could discuss and share with one another the strategies they have developed to deal with interpersonal difficulties involving patients. To our knowledge, this strategy to reduce violence has not been mentioned in previous studies.
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